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Advanced electronic techwbgies “ d r d d y  increase tbe 
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Information has become an essential resource for the bureaucratic management 
of the global political economy. Perceptive analysts (2, 2 2 ,  38) recognize that 
the real source of growth in both the information work force and the develop- 
ment of information technologies is not to be found in any transformed con- 
sumer demand, but in the continually expanding surveillance requirements of 
multinational corporate enterprise. Indeed, for some observers, “information 
society” is a misnomer that hides the extent to which industrial societies have 
in fact become surveillance societies (1 1). 

Surveillance, like propaganda, is a term that has taken on an unfortunate 
negative connotation. The idea of surveillance brings to mind images of the 
undercover police agent or counterspy rather than more acceptable images of 
the journalist, researcher, or communication specialist performing, in Harold 
Lasswell’s term, “the surveillance of the environment.” Charles Wright (55) has 
asked, 

what are the consequences of conducting surveillance through the process of 
mas  communications instead of through some alternative system, such as a 
private intelligence network? That is, what are the results of treating informa- 
tion about events in the environment as items of news to be distributed indis- 
criminately, simultaneously and publicly to a large, heterogeneous, anony- 
rnoifipopulation? (p. 17). 

In this article we ask, similarly: What are the consequences of conducting sur- 
veillance through the system and logic of corporate and state bureaucracies? 
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These bureaucracies treat information about a large heterogeneous population 
as data to be jealously guarded-shared with other bureaucracies when there is 
the promise of mutual gain and shared with individuals only under the threat 
of penalties established by law. 

One consequence is an increasing inequality between those who provide 
and those who gather personal information. By confining their analyses to the 
structure and performance of markets and regulatory environments, the usual 
assignments of information inequalicy-to the “haves” and the “have-nots,” the 
technological elites and the technopeasants, the pedestrians and the wizards- 
largely miss the point. The inequality that best describes the information age is 
not the rift between castes or classes but the widening chasm of power 
between individuals and bureaucratic organizations (33). 

Here we attempt to describe how communications and information technolo- 
gies are being used to increase the reach and influence of bureaucratic surveil- 
lance. Computerization and the speed of telecommunications networks have 
been combined in ways that dramatically increase the bureaucratic advantage. 
The current legal system is hopelessly inadequate to the challenge of control- 
ling the “technologies of control” (54) .  

Modern surveillance technology is an integrated system of hardware 
and software that includes devices for sensing, measuring, storing, pro- 
cessing, and exchanging information and intelligence about the envi- 
ronment. For the most part the “new” technologies make the pursuit of infor- 
mation through surveillance more extensive, more efficient, and less obtrusive 
than former methods, because advanced electronics allows innovations not 
originally designed for surveillance to be integrated into the pool of surveil- 
lance resources. 

These devices serve a variety of purposes, from noting the presence or 
absence of persons or objects to determining their identity or status, including 
their state of mind. Cameras now require little or no light, and microminiatur- 
ized versions can be easily hidden from sight; listening devices can hear con- 
versations in rooms many hundreds of yards away; and scientific instruments 
can examine bodily fluids and genetic material at the molecular level. We 
include here the scanners that read the Universal Products Code (UPC) on 
commercial products in the supermarket as well as the infrared detectors that 
count the number of patrons for museum exhibits. The common quality is that 
these devices are more sensitive than ever before and overcome previous limits 
of time, space, and distance in gathering information about individuals (25). 
Associated technologies also allow for the storage, retrieval, and processing of 
these data gained through surveillance of the environment. 

Increasingly, telecommunications networks allow data to be shared among 
systems and across distances (32) and among government agencies, contrac- 
tors, and clients (48, pp. 58-60). The reach and efficiency of such systems 
allow a virtually unified data base to be created, even though the actual files 
may reside in the memories of quite distant machines. 

Sophisticated analytical software also makes possible the dynamic processing 
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and display of intelligence based on correlating thousands of discrete bits of 
information about the targets of surveillance. “Expert systems”-computer soft- 
ware applications that incorporate the expertise of an analyst-are able to pro- 
cess available data, issue diagnoses, and direct the actions of other devices or 
persons. By reducing the time and cost associated with moving from data gath- 
ering to decision making and by centralizing control (36), they make surveil- 
lance more efficient. Thus, analysis can estimate the probability that an individ- 
ual will pursue a particular course of action that either serves the interests of 
the controller or represents an unacceptable level of risk; the analysis can even 
suggest where additional data would be necessary (47). The marriage of com- 
puters and telecommunications (37) is the major material force in the new 
technology of surveillance. 

The new technologies have transformed the nature of surveillance in 
important ways. Contemporary surveillance derives from Bentham’s early 
nineteenth-century Panopticon, an architectural design for a prison where 
inmates were (or would believe that they were) being watched by unseen eyes. 
The Panopticon was also to be a laboratory for testing approaches to modifying 
behavior. Through “its preventative character, its continuous functioning, and 
its automatic mechanisms,” the device would ensure desirable conduct (12, p. 

Similarly, the new surveillance can be thought of as a form of “remote sens- 
ing” where the observer is never seen. Information is processed by unknown, 
faceless technicians and specialists who have no direct, personal knowledge of 
or concern for their data subjects. The superior technology available to the sur- 

206). 
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veillance agency enables it to generate intelligence about an individual that 
even the individual does not possess. For example, remote laboratories that 
perform blood tests on job applicants may discover the presence of life-threat- 
ening diseases about which the individual has had not the slightest warning 
sign. If the tests have been performed without the subject’s consent-such as 
tests for AIDS in those jurisdictions that bar requirements for HIV testing as a 
condition of employment-the results may never even be revealed to the indi- 
vidual. 

The new surveillance is increasingly automatic and is triggered by the data 
subject. Thus, a person who enters a parking garage, office, or secure floor 
using a magnetically striped card initiates the creation of a record noting the 
date and time of entry and exit. The act of logging on to a computer system 
begins the documentation of files entered, keystrokes and errors made, and 
messages sent and received. “Station message detail recorders” on office tele- 
phone systems can record the number, time, and duration of all calls placed 
from any instrument. Advanced audience assessment devices record which tele- 
vision programs are being viewed-or at least, on the basis of their scanned 
images, who is present in the room. If the system is uncertain, its on-screen 
display can inquire about who entered or left the room. Individuals participate 
voluntarily in much of contemporary surveillance, even if not with fully 
informed consent. 

The analysis of surveillance data, too, has become more automatic (26). 
Cross-matching computer files has become routine in the government provision 
of services. Eligibility, or “front-end’’ verification, is used to compare an appli- 
cant’s file with the files of banks, employers, insurance companies, or others 
who might provide evidence of unreported resources. Cross-matching might 
also reveal the absence of matches where they are expected, as in the case of 
claims for dependent children who do not appear on any school registration 
lists. Such matches need not be initiated by any particular application but may 
be the result of a bureaucrat’s “hunch” about where evidence of illegality 
might be found. Illegality is assumed, and all individuals in a particular file are 
subjected to this “search” without their knowledge or consent. And, as soon as 
the existence of a new data base becomes known, its potential for providing 
additional information about a data subject is assessed, and the demand for 
more matches grows. 

Contemporary surveillance is directed toward preventing or avoiding 
loss or injury, rather than detecting crime that has already occurred. 
Individuals are no longer brought under surveillance merely to determine 
whether they have committed a crime; bureaucratic surveillance is initiated 
more frequently to determine if an individual has even the potential to commit 
a criminal act. And, as we have seen, the definition of criminal behavior may 
expand as telematics improves the capacity of the system to survey and disci- 
pline (47).  

For example, Credit Bureau Incorporated, with files on 142 million con- 
sumers, offers a service called Delinquency Alert System (DAS). DAS provides a 
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rating that the creditor can use in deciding whether to extend or limit credit to 
persons who, though not currently delinquent, might be at risk given the 
nature of their expenditures and accounts ( 5 ) .  The same kind of predictive 
models are used to assess the riskiness of assigning bail to persons charged 
with crimes and the punitive orientation of prospective jurors. 

These analytical models generate “types” or classes of persons, rather than 
specific individuals, and anyone falling within those groups comes under suspi- 
cion and hence surveillance. Thus, males of a certain age, skin color, and point 
of origin have an increased likelihood of being searched, or at least ques- 
tioned, by customs and security agents at international airports. In the south- 
eastern part of the United States, certain models of automobile have a greater 
probability of being stopped by police if their drivers are black or Latino. These 
narcotics interdiction and antiterrorist profiles have their equals in the Internal 
Revenue Service scans of tax returns and in the routine processing of applica- 
tions for credit cards. The ostensible purpose is the same-to predict and pre- 
vent. 

The capacity to predict also provides the opportunity to control. In James 
Beniger’s perspective (41, information technologies are control technologies, 
which reduce the costs of uncertainty by establishing routines that efficiently 
“preprocess” and classify, and thereby help to rationalize various activities in 
the environments of complex, interconnected systems. But his naturalistic 
model largely ignores the political and economic impact of these modes of 
control. As state and private bureaucracies seek to control the social environ- 
ment in which they function, they must also, as John Kenneth Galbraith sug- 
gests, plan the behavior of the people within them (15, pp. 39-40). As the 
power of the corporate bureaucracy grows in relation to individuals and to 
smaller competitors, it also grows relative to the power of the state (1). 

Thus, surveillance that ostensibly predicts and prevents also makes the indi- 
vidual citizen, worker, or consumer the target of bureaucratic control. If, as 
Frank Webster and Kevin Robins suggest (51, pp. 49-73), information technol- 
ogy is a complex social relation, then its development and spread reflect the 
design and interests of bureaucracies and, increasingly, the consent and assis- 
tance of a “disciplinary state” that contains dissent and opposition from those 
least well served by the information revolution. 

The spread of computerization throughout the bureaucratic infrastructure 
changes the bureaucracy while it increases the bureaucracy’s power relative to 
other organizations and to the individuals who are its employees, clients, or 
suppliers. Telecommunications networks extend the advantages of economies 
of scale and scope that computerization confers on an organization. Under the 
guise of decentralization and independence, this coordination function rein- 
forces the power and influence of centralized authority (6). The massive scale 
of transnational operations requires private global networks; meanwhile, the 
organization can use its oligopsony power to extract discounts and special 
favors from service providers (37, 39). 

ginal cost of adding additional bits of information declines, so large organiza- 
Once a network and computerized data base have been established, the mar- 
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tions gather more information and discard less (23). The organization need not 
have an immediate need or application for any particular item of information 
its network collects, because storage and access are cheap relative to collection. 
The nature of multivariate analytical and predictive models is such that infor- 
mation already in storage becomes more valuable as new information is added 
to the data base. 

and autonomy of state bureaucracies, the theoretical restraints of the market 
have little effect on their surveillance activities. Similarly, the peculiar qualities 
of information ( 3 ) ,  including the substantial externalities associated with its 
collection and use, lead organizations in general (and monopoly firms in par- 
ticular) to collect more information than is socially optimal. By the same token, 
because each isolated bit of information on the citizen/consumer has such a 
seemingly small “privacy cost” and because monitoring the bureaucracy’s use 
of that information has a high cost, individuals are incapable of acting in their 
own interests. Indeed, because individuals are “contract term takers” (23), and 
because they are usually required to provide personal information as a condi- 
tion of service, resistance is perhaps even irrational. Examining information 
technology as a social relation in three environments-the workplace, the mar- 
ketplace, and government-shows how the concerns of the individual are 
increasingly subjected to the unobtrusive powers of bureaucratic surveillance. 

Because of the monopoly power of corporate bureaucracies and the authority 

Although pre-employment background searches have become routine, 
it is on the job that surveillance becomes total and continuous. A study 
by the Office of Technology Assessment (45)  notes that “electronic monitoring 
is only one of a range of technologies used in today’s workplace to gather 
information about the work process or to predict work quality based on per- 
sonal characteristics of the workers” (p. 12; see also 27). The surveillance of 
workers in the information age begins well before they enter the office or fac- 
tory. The growth in pre-employment drug tests (431, psychological screening 
batteries (18), and searches of credit bureau files and arrest records reflects not 
only the advances of computer-aided analyses but also the declining costs of 
collecting, storing, and processing data thought to be relevant to employment 
decisions. 

On the job, in pursuit of greater efficiency in production and management, 
both large and small employers use computer-based systems to record and 
compare workers’ output against standards or goals and to link their individual 
responses to changes in the work environment. It is ironic, perhaps, that the 
sector of the work force under the most complete and continuous surveillance 
is that which contains the largest contingent of information workers-workers 
whose very purpose is the collection and processing of data. 

The growing importance of telemarketing and the inbound processing of 
orders and claims for banking, insurance, and investment organizations has 
increased management’s claims that surveillance of the telephone worker is 
necessary to maintain standards and efficiency. The Communications Workers 
of America estimates that nearly 15 million telephone workers are being 
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secretly “bugged,” either automatically by an electronic supervisor or by anony- 
mous quality-assessment personnel. These remote supervisors, often located in 
phone centers hundreds of miles from the workers being observed, listen in on 
conversations to evaluate how well employees are following the predetermined 
scripts and how well they are maintaining the appropriate tone and quality of 
voice (7). 

Setting aside concerns about gains in productivity, Andrew Clement’s (6) 
examination of the progress of office automation focuses instead on the exer- 
cise of control over the labor process. More than 80 percent of white-collar 
workers are expected to have computerized work stations by the end of the 
century, and such systems facilitate the collection and analysis of a variety of 
work and nonwork activities in the modern office. As higher and higher levels 
of the organization become connected to the electronic umbilical, it becomes 
possible “for technical forms of workplace control to be extended to occupa- 
tional ranks that previously had not been exposed to such techniques” (6, p. 
233). The spread of personal computers throughout the office represented 
something of a temporary loss of this surveillance potential. However, local 
area networks capable of integrating PCs that use different communications 
protocols will restore their preferred managerial status as “intelligent termi- 
nals.” 

Surveillance technology in the realm of consumer behavior has the 
potential to exceed the effects identified for the workplace, because 
while not everyone is gainfully employed, nearly everyone is an actual 
or potential consumer. The control of mass consumption involves using 
information about consumers, including data about the extent to which they 
have been exposed to persuasive messages, as well as indices of their respon- 
siveness to such appeals. “People meters” represent a shift from measuring 
households to measuring individuals; some versions, reflecting the primary pur- 
pose of assessment, provide ratings of commercials as well as news and enter- 
tainment programs. The importance of comprehensive, continuous audience 
surveillance is reflected in the steady pressure to develop overnight ratings in 
all television markets and to include estimates of cable and VCR usage in those 
packages. 

Advances in digital communications technologies, especially in terms of their 
addressability and verifiability (171, allows market research to apply the sophis- 
ticated techniques of social science to the surveillance of consumers in order 
to predict and control their behavior. The preprocessing or classification com- 
ponent of control identified by Beniger ( 4 )  finds its contemporary reflection in 
the sophisticated segmentation of consumer markets on the basis of data gath- 
ered from surveys, experiments, and continuous monitoring of the marketplace 
(10, 14, 29). 

Television audiences are classified on the basis of individual interests, needs, 
and orientations (13) through a technique called geodemographic clustering. 
The PRIZM target marketing system, developed by the Claritas Corporation, uti- 
lizes data collected by the U S .  Census Bureau and numerous other sources of 
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public and private consumer surveillance to classify each of the nation’s 
250,000 neighborhoods (52).  This preprocessing of a vast, heterogeneous pop- 
ulation into one of 40 consumption-related categories or types helps those who 
plan targeted commercial and political appeals. 

The computer facilitates the use of older communications channels to sup- 
port market research. Just as UPC codes pinpoint the identity of products as 
they are passed over the laser scanners in the supermarket, similar bar codes 
identify the consumer who has submitted a coupon received in the mail or 
pulled out of a magazine. When matched with store price and where it was 
redeemed, the coupon also helps estimate the price and income elasticity of 
demand for such goods. The storage capacity of these computers allows lists of 
such coupon responders to be inexpensively reproduced and sold to others in 
the business community. Each week, the Friduy Report, a newsletter of the 
direct marketing industry, reports on dozens of available lists at prices ranging 
from $45 to $100 per thousand names. 

Kevin Wilson (54) focuses our attention on the home as a site for many com- 
puter-based information systems, or “technologies of control.” Interactive home 
networking systems are subject to, if not a direct product of, efforts to “trans- 
form human activities into marketable commodities” (p. 9 ) .  Their “impact on 
techniques of public surveillance will be felt most strongly as these systems 
increase points of contact between client and agency, because there is no prac- 
tical limit to the types of information which will circulate through interactive 
systems” (p. 95). 

Spiros Simitis, a law professor and Data Protection Commissioner for the 
West German state of Hesse, takes a similar view of interactive systems (41).  
Many modern cable systems are already capable of providing a variety of ser- 
vices, from catalogue shopping and data retrieval to the monitoring of fire and 
burglar alarms. Because use of these services is quickly and efficiently recorded 
in the system’s computer, Simitis concludes that where “anonymity was once 
the rule, complete transparency now dominates. . . . Videotex is, therefore, fur- 
ther proof of the steady, but often imperceptible, transition in social control 
from physical coercion to observation and surveillance” (41, p. 729).  

The U.S. government is both the single largest user and the greatest 
supporter of the development of computer and telecommunications 
systems’ surveillance capacities. The federal government operated an esti- 
mated 27,000 large mainframe computers in 1985, serving some 173,000 termi- 
nals (46).  A survey of 12 cabinet-level departments and 13 independent agen- 
cies by the U S .  Office of Technology Assessment found 539 records systems, 
with 3.5 billion records subject to the guidelines of the Federal Privacy Act of 
1974.’ More than half of these systems had been fully or partially computerized 
by 1985 (44, p. 40). 

I The Privacy Act, passed in 1974, sought to restrict the collection and sharing of personal information 
by the federal government to the purposes for which it had been gathered; it was supposed to require 
the informed consent of the citizen for such use. The Act was passed before computerization of 
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’This massive collection of data does not begin to describe the surveillance 
activity of the federal bureaucracy, which is also the primary gatherer of social 
and behavioral statistics. The $3.2 billion estimate of federal government 
expenditures for information dissemination in fiscal year 1987 provides a sense 
of the size of the data pool that the government collects or causes to be col- 
lected on its behalf (48).  Many of these data do not qualify as records under 
the Privacy Act, as they do not identify individual data persons, but they are no 
less part of the government’s surveillance function. 

The Department of Defense is the largest collector and distributor of infor- 
mation within the government. Its surveillance requirements are global, and 
from time to time it has been actively involved in domestic political surveil- 
lance of civilians ( 9 ) .  It is joined by the Central Intelligence Agency, the 
National Security Agency, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation as major col- 
lectors of information used for surveillance. In 1988, for example, the FBI suc- 
cessfully avoided facing restrictions on its “Library Awareness Program,” which 
sought the assistance of librarian-informers in keeping track of foreigners and 
others who might gain access to information that threatens national security 
(21).  

within the government. To extend its reach and to improve the ability of its 
analytical models to identify nonreporters or underreporters, the IRS has 
sought-occasionally with the consequence of adverse publicity (@--to use 
private data bases that contain considerable detail about citizens’ expenditures 
and income. 

In response to recommendations of the President’s Private Sector Survey on 
Cost Control (the Grace Commission), politicians suggested establishing fed- 
eral mandates for performing extensive matching of public and private files to 
detect fraud, waste, and abuse at the state level. This requirement, which 
became part of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (PL 98-369), serves as yet 
another economic spur to adopt practices that have their own economic incen- 
tives. 

Surveillance systems and techniques are also used to manufacture political 
consent by manipulating public opinion (28).  The skillful provision of informa- 
tion subsidies through a variety of information channels has been shown to 
influence public policy (16). 

The same segmentation and targeting approaches that help to market com- 
mercial goods and services are regularly used to market political candidates 
and positions on policy referenda. A special licensing agreement with Claritas 
Corporation allows Targeting Systems Incorporated to apply the geodemo- 
graphic clustering method to political issues (52).  PRIZM cluster analysis helps 
political consultants decide where more data are needed or where it makes 

The Internal Revenue Service is the major civilian collector of personal data 

records had become widespread within the government bureaucracy, and it also included a number 
of exceptions, including a blanket exclusion for what an agency might declare to be a “routine use.” 
These exceptions have become the rule, necessitating the passage of more specific legislation con- 
trolling the use of government data bases for matching. 
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sense to simply ignore the resident population. Concern that the cluster 
method would be used to win elections appears to have been unfounded, as 
politicians find the data gathering too expensive for most local campaigns. 
Instead, “cluster targeting has found a more receptive target among corporate 
clients attempting to influence public policy and arouse the citizenry” (52, p. 
221). With each election and referendum vote, fresh data about the similarity of 
political behavior within clusters improve the precision of the PRIZM data 
base. 

The bureaucracies of the state and the private corporations have amassed an 
almost unimaginable technological advantage when compared with the 
resources of the average individual. Within the sphere of bureaucratic organiza- 
tions, too, inequality is the rule rather than the exception. The largest firms 
have the most powerful, sophisticated, and fully integrated systems of surveil- 
lance that money can afford. The presence of personal computers in the homes 
of a few million consumers is no more of a threat to TRW than the presence of 
even greater number of VCRs and cameras is to CBS. Indeed, as Wilson and 
others have argued, the spread of such systems increases the potential of sur- 
veillance. 

It is difficult to gauge the extent to which the U.S. population accepts 
such disparity in technological systems as the natural, evolutionary, 
and inevitable consequence of economic growth. Some individual con- 
cerns about privacy have surfaced in a variety of national opinion surveys over 
the years. 

A rather narrow search of the Roper Center data base for the years 1975-1986 
produced some useful indicators of concern (34). According to Walker 
Research’s Marketing Research Industry Image studies, for example, an increas- 
ing share of respondents-between 25 and 28 percent in 1978-1984-agreed 
that “polls or research surveys are an invasion of privacy.”* However, an over- 
whelming majority of respondents (81 percent) in a 1986 study (40) still 
agreed that “the research industry serves a useful purpose,” although this figure 
represented a slight decline. Indeed, a slightly increased proportion (82 per- 
cent) of Americans apparently believed that “polls and research surveys are 
used to help manufacturers produce better products,” while only 44 percent 
believed that polls and surveys help “manufacturers sell consumers products 
they don’t want or need.” 

In 1983, under the sponsorship of the Southern New England Telephone 
Company, the Harris organization surveyed nearly 1,300 telephone households 
to explore knowledge and opinions about technology and privacy (20). As in 
previous surveys, the extent of concern about privacy was quite high. Forty- 
eight percent of respondents were very concerned and 29 percent were some- 

This finding is consistent with evidence of the growing number of people who refuse to participate 
in opinion surveys. The differential rates of survey nonresponse between the United States, Canada, 
and Britain have been attributed in part to differences in national response to the census from 1930 
to 1980 (19). 
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what concerned about “threats to your personal privacy in America today.” 
While 68 percent agreed that they begin surrendering their privacy when they 
enter the credit system, nearly the same proportion (67 percent) believed that 
personal information was being kept in files for purposes unknown to them. 

Respondents seemed to have a fairly well developed understanding of how 
information about their past behavior could be gathered and included in a 
mater file, and 78 percent of those polled indicated that such files would rep- 
resent an invasion of their privacy. Eighty percent of the respondents also 
agreed that computers have made it “much easier for someone to obtain confi- 
dential personal information about persons improperly.” Seventy-seven percent 
agreed that selling information about a person’s credit standing would be a 
serious invasion of privacy--yet the sale of access to such information is pre- 
cisely what credit bureaus do. The inconsistency in these responses is also evi- 
dent in the fact that 80 percent of the respondents claim never to have been 
the victim of an improper invasion of privacy. 

A more theoretically sophisticated study by Eugene Stone et al. (42 )  found 
quite distinct differences in attitudes associated with different kinds of organiza- 
tions likely to threaten individual privacy. Respondents were asked about the 
extent to which they believed that they themselves, rather than bureaucratic 
organizations, had control over how information about them would be gath- 
ered and used. The data suggest that the more people seem to “value informa- 
tional privacy the less control they believe they actually have over personal 
information” (42 ,  p. 464). This is consistent with data reported by Alan Westin 
(53) that linked concerns about privacy with feelings of alienation and distrust 
of government and other powerful forces in society. Respondents were more 
confident about their ability to personally control information relative to 
employers than to the IRS, insurance companies, credit grantors, law enforce- 
ment agencies, or lending institutions. 

Privacy legislation has done little to preserve or to extend the rights 
and freedoms that were envisioned when the laws were initially 
passed. Bureaucratic practice and the incentives of managers to extend the 
reach and influence of their agencies have led to the eventual normalization of 
“exceptions,” which soon become the bureaucratic paths around the legislative 
barriers (11). When a data protection or privacy commission is established, 
complacent citizens and politicians presume that the problem has gone away. 
Yet the limited resources and hostile environment such efforts will encounter 
guarantee that they will lose their edge over time. 

In addition, the bulk of legislative action at the federal level has been 
directed toward government actions, all but ignoring the activities of corporate 
bureaucracies, which have a far more extensive reach.3 As the movement 

Legislative attempts to preserve privacy in the consumer realm in the United States include efforts 
to restrict government access to data held in private files. These include the Right to Financial Privacy 
Act and the Electronic Funds Transfer Act of 1978. Specific acts, concerned primarily with ensuring 
the accuracy of banking, credit, and employment data held in private records, have emerged (cont’d.) 
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toward commoditization and privatization spreads and deepens, the need for 
legislative attention to corporate practices will grow, although “attempts to 
restore privacy and individual autonomy by dismantling bureaucracies as such 
are doomed to failure” (30, p. 288). 

much recent legislation that on its face promises to protect the rights of privacy 
is seriously flawed and serves primarily to legitimate the very assaults the laws 
were designed to prevent. For example, the Electronic Communications Privacy 
Act (ECPA) of 1986 (HR 4952) has been heralded as a tremendous success, the 
result of historic cooperation between government and often-competing indus- 
try groups. But while Congress was extending the reach of outdated prohibi- 
tions against unwarranted wiretapping to include the emerging digital commu- 
nications systems, the legislation also considered the disclosure of record 
content and transactions. The legislative analysis interprets the Act’s nondisclo- 
sure section (section 2702) as formally establishing the right of those data man- 
agers to treat the fact of transaction as information that can then be divulged to 
third parties. Thus, it further legitimates the use of such transaction information 
in creating mailing lists, complete with electronic addresses of “persons fitting 
broad demographic criteria.” 

James Katz’s evaluation of the ECPA (24)  finds that the tightening of some 
restrictions, such as those on unauthorized access, has been accompanied by 
some weakening of the safety net with regard to government access. This weak- 
ening is accomplished by increasing the range of activities that qualify for state 
surveillance, easing the requirements for gaining court orders, and improving 
the state’s ability to gain access to usage data. Katz also sees the ECPA legisla- 
tion as explicitly recognizing the economic rationale behind the legitimization 
of surveillance: “If it could be shown that a technology gives birth to new 
industries, improves the trade balance, increases industrial efficiency, and 
creates meaningful jobs, the privacy costs would be more willingly accepted by 
the polity” (24, p. 362). 

Along similar lines, the so-called “Bork Bill,” rushed through Congress fol- 
lowing an uproar over a newspaper’s publication of Supreme Court nominee 
Robert Borks video rental records, legitimizes industry practice. The Video Pri- 
vacy Protection Act (S 2361) is read by some as limiting video stores’ ability to 
rent lists of their customers (21 ) ;  but the list industry saw the bill as a historic 
reversal of threatening trends in the struggle for rights in consumer transaction 
records. In its initial form, the proposed legislation would have required video 
stores to obtain a customer’s expressed consent before renting his or her name 
to a direct marketer. In its final form, the legislation places the responsibility 
on customers to indicate that they do not want their names used; otherwise, 
the rental firms (and, by implication, any other transaction records keepers) 

Even if it weren’t for the continued pressure of bureaucratic expansion, 

(cont’d.) since the passage of the Privacy Act. Compilations of state and federal privacy laws are 
published regularly by the PrivacyJournal. The protection offered by these laws pales in comparison 
with those recommended by the Council of Europe for its members. For discussion of the Data 
Protection Convention and the need for its revision, see (8). 
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may sell or transfer lists of customers who regularly view particular kinds of 
videotapes. The prohibition from releasing information about which particular 
titles are viewed is of no significant consequence. In the view of one industry 
analyst, with the passage of this legislation, “we have built a Congressional 
endorsement and trade-off which should carry us into the next century” (50). 

The legislative burden is placed squarely on the shoulders of citizen-con- 
sumers, who generally have only limited awareness of the nature of the list 
industry and of the opportunities that might be available for them to have their 
names withdrawn from the lists. National surveys and industry reports suggest 
that, even though there is growing resentment of “junk mail” and unsolicited 
telephone calls (31), individuals tend not to request or even to indicate that 
they would like to have their names removed from lists. 

Kevin Wilson (541, extending the analysis of James Rule (351, sees public 
demand for protection against surveillance weakening at a time when the need 
for coordination and compliance spurs on its growth. From this perspective, 
surveillance works through its ability to maintain the internalization of the 
rules. Legislation that protects against the occasional “abuses” of the surveil- 
lance merely provides a social justification for its extension in this “improved” 
form. 

Other legislation that specifically addresses the problems of data sharing fails 
to take into account the changing nature of U.S. industry. While there may con- 
tinue to be some restrictions on sharing customer lists between organizations, 
it would be unimaginable to think that such restrictions would apply within 
firms. Vertical integration and horizontal conglomeration are creating a struc- 
ture in which quite diverse organizations under the same corporate umbrella 
can be expected to collect, process, and share internally quite comprehensive 
information about individuals gleaned from their transaction records. Thus, a 
model conglomerate of the future will have banking and financial services, 
credit cards, travel and insurance, and the traditional automotive and consumer 
retail service records. In addition, it will support an expanding line of enter- 
tainment and information businesses, from cable television and videocassette 
rental (from automatic kiosks) to videotex, electronic mail, and data base gate- 
way services. The possibilities for cross-marketing on the basis of information 
available to such a firm stagger the imagination-and would be absolutely 
invisible to the majority of consumers. 

Finally, existing legislation uniformly limits the reach of data protection to 
“individually identifiable information.” Such restrictions provide no limits on 
the collection, distribution, and use of information about “groups” of any size 
or definition beyond those that have won some degree of protection through 
political action (e.g., blacks, women, the elderly). Thus, the characteristics of 
communities or neighborhoods, defined in terms of five-digit zip codes, have 
no limits in privacy claims. On the basis of indices developed through “anony- 
mous” data aggregation, geodemographic targeting (52) can proceed unabated 
to “redline” particular communities as being ineligible for investment, unwise 
for travel, and unlikely as prospects for political mobilization. Economic, social, 
and political discrimination simply take on new forms as they grow and spread. 
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What hope is there for resistance to the spread of surveillance? Priscilla 
Regan (33) suggests that, ironically, “liberal democracies, whose ruison d Ztre 
is the protection of the individual, are rendered virtually impotent in the face 
of bureaucratic power” because their institutions were designed at a time when 
bureaucratic power did not exist (p. 360). But to the extent that reports of pub- 
lic sentiment reflect a genuine understanding of and resentment toward the 
growing disparity in power that is facilitated and extended by surveillance, 
there is always the potential for resistance. Resistance may be mobilized in 
response to well-publicized cases of abuse, or it may come in response to the 
reemergence of a “literature of alarm” (33, p. 24) like that which accompanied 
the dramatic spread of computerization throughout the government bureau- 
cracy in the 1960s and 1970s. The potential for resistance is always present, and 
the rather high level of awareness and concern suggests that it rests just 
beneath the surface, waiting to be released. 
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